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- Friday, October 19, 1979 -
Charge Filed Against Voice Editor
Dropped But Case Still Continues
The case of William Baird, Vice
President of Academic Affairs, vs.
Lisa Vickery, Editor-in-Chie- f of
The Wooster Voice, came before
the Judicial Board at a closed
hearing Wednesday, Oct. 17, at
7:30 p.m.
The hearing was prompted by
Baird's accusation that Vickery, in
printing an' advertisement and an
Three-Vehicl- e Collision
Injures Eleven People
The college-owne- d van and a
car driven by a Wooster student
were involved in a three-ca- r
collision at approximately 1:30
a.m. last Tuesday. Eleven people
Wooster Radicals
Join Demonstration
at Seabrook Plant
by Louise A. Blum .
. Three Wooster students --
seniors Aldon Hynes and Becky
' Collins, - and .
.
sophomore Sue
Muench were among the crowd
of anti-nude-ar protesters that
thronged Seabrook on Saturday,
-- Oct. 6.
The students left Wooster the
Thursday before the protest and
drove-- , to Oberfin, where they
joined 25 other students to form
what is referred to as an affinity
group. Reaching Seabrook at 3
a.m. Saturday, they camped on an
island and the following morning
met to determine the day's course
of action. They then marched out,
building bridges from island to
island uiitil they reached the fence,
where they stopped to hold
another meeting. The protesters
attacked the site h two groups,
Hynes said - the Northern, to
which the Wooster students
belonged and which acted more as
a source-- of diversion, and the
Southern, which presented the
main offense.
"We never did any fence
cutting," Hynes assured.
The students spent Saturday
night back on their island in the
rain. Sunday morning, the police
arrived to tear down the bridges
and tear gas the demonstrators.
Every student in the group but
Muench wore gas masks.
Later, the group staged a sit-i- n
on the Northern Railroad track,
during which the guards took
advantage of their linked arms to
search their clothes and steal their
gas masks. "I was wearing a
poncho,1 Collins commented,
"and they took mine from under
it"
. The cold weather caused many
of the demonstrators to suffer
from hypothermia, Hynes said.
A square dance was organized
at the main-- gate, during which
Collins noted a vivid transfor-
mation come over the guards. Up
conf. on pg. 3
editorial regarding that
advertisement, violated the Code
of Academic Integrity. Vickery
pleaded not guilty to the charge.
.
The hearing centered on the
seeming collision between the
Code and the constitutional right
to freedom of the press, and on the
responsibility of The Voice in
relation to the Code.
were injured, ten of them Wooster
students. Robert Kirk, student at
the College and driver of the van,
was taken into surgery, having
suffered a compound fracture of
the calf, a broken femur, jaw and
ribs. He was reported in
satisfactory condition at
Wadsworth-Rittma- n hospital. AD
other students involved were
released.
The collision occurred as the
van was returning from the
Cleveland Coliseum after an
Earth, Wind and Fire concert the
-students had been attending. The
driver of the car which caused the
tS
crash occurred at Ohio 585 and
Duane Shank to
Speak on Draft
This coming Wednesday,
October 24 at 8 p.m. in Mateer
Auditorium the Student Activities
Board is sponsoring a lecture by
Duane Shank, who will be
speaking on militarism and the
draft. Shank is presently the
national director of the Committee
Against Registration and the Draft
(CARD) and has personally been
involved with the issue for a
number of years.
During the Viet Nam war,
Duane Shank was jailed for
refusing to register for the draft.
After his release from prison he
worked for six years with the
National Interrebgious Service
Board for Conscientious
Objectors (NISBO). During his
time with NISBO, Shank worked
on getting an unconditional
amnesty for draft resisters.
Institute of Museum Services
Awards Art Center With Grant
by Kevin Grubb
The College of Wooster Frick
Art Museum was recently awarded
a $1540 federal grant by the
Institute of Museum Services, a
division of HEW. IMS yearly
allocates monies to various
museums in order to help support
the operating funds of museums
and to promote the use of
museums as teaching took. Pre-
viously, Dr. Arne Lewis, director of
the art department, requested and
At the opening of the trial, Baird
offered to drop " the charges
conditionally, provided that the
. matter was further examined by
the Ad Hoc Committee on
Academic Integrity and by
Campus Council. Discussion
continued for two hours, at the
end of which Baird agreed to drop
the charges unconditionally. The
issue will still be discussed with the
Ad Hoc Committee.
The editorial policy regarding
the advertisement was changed
before the charges were filed
because of the concern voiced by
students that the ad does not
reflect their values.
. Last Friday, seniors John Rider
and Aldon Hynes began
circulating a petition throughout
the campus demanding that the
charges be dropped. Students
signed and the petition was
presented to Baird on Wednes-
day.
Vickery's only comment was:
"What appeared to be resolved
has not been. Due to information
that I received at approximately 3
a.m. on Thursday, J may choose to
no - longer-- - print - The Wooster
Voice.
Acceptance ofNew Inter-Fraternit-y
Clnnstitutinn Awaits Final DeClSlOn
by Louise A Blum
Campus Council voted Wed-
nesday to accept the newly
developed constitution for what is
now the Inter-Sectio- n Council, this
constitution, designed to Improve
section fife and enable the Council
to deal with Its own problems, will
now go to President Cope Land,
who has 30 days to make
suggestions or revisions. When he
is finished, said John Talbot, who
helped to devise the new constitu-
tion. Cooeland will send it back to
Campus Council, who will make
any other necessary changes and
then re-sub- mit it to the president,
who will make the final decision.
Because of the length of time
involved in this procedure," Talbot
commented, it could possibly be
the end of the quarter before It Is
passed. ...
One of the major changes the
new constitution proposes is in the
name Itself. Inter-Sectio- n Council
will become Inter-Fraterni- ty Coun-
cil. ' This change, - Talbot empha- -
received a. $10,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) to be used for
photographing the museum's
collection.
Education, conservation, and
president Carter's energy program
all helped facilitate the IMS grant
The art department's request
'
stressed the need for the monies to
further art education at Wooster
and in the conservation of many of .
cont. on pg. 5
Homecoming Theme
Recalls the 1950's;
Big Game Tomorrow
by Sharon Skowron
A tribute to the 50's, the theme
of this year's homecoming. Is a
reflection of the spirited, energetic,
and enthusiastic days of an era
gone by. "The fifties were a good
. time for Woo," comments Susan
Brown, chairman of the Home-
coming Committee. "Homecom-
ing was a big thing then, people
came back for this event, and
everyone had .a lot of fun."
Catering to both the students
and alumni, homecoming activities
began early this week. Voting for
the homecoming queen and king
took place on Monday. The
addition of the king was deemed
essential in the height of todays
equality movement The two posi-
tions of honor had originally been
changed to "Most Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman," but In
keeping with the theme of the '50's
the titles of King and Queen were
retained. Ten king and queen
finalists will appear In the parade
on Saturday.WedDesday'j iMtM4wfrmKivA9e'Day proved an 4ntewjj)idjtk) rjreserir W decide" the
is not indicative of any
attempt to lead into national
fraternities. The word is being used
"strictly in the local sense and in
the true meaning of the word." (the
latter being constituted by a
dictionary definition)
The Council did not start out
with the idea of changing the
name, Talbot said. It was one of the
last things "decided On," but It
became the "keystone" for fitting
the constitution together. The term
"fraternity," Talbot theorbed, "In-
vokes a sense of self-pride- .. more
.
meaningful identity." This Talbot
feels to be the key to any
improvement the new constitution
hopes to bring about "Self pride
leads to production, and produc-
tion leads to less stagnation and
greater responsibility
. to the
.
system." '' . -
This name change, Talbot said,
is what President Cope Land ques-
tions, and "it is not certain he wiD
approve of it"
The proposed constitution
differs in many respects from the
current one. One change Involves
the addition of a faculty adviser.
This Talbot hopes wfll serve to
eliminate the misunderstandings
between sections and faculty that
have been known to occur in the
past The keeping of permanent .
records win also be instituted.
When the trouble with Fifth
Section came up last year, Talbot
said, ISC had no idea of how such
a problem had been treated in the
past The existence -- of records wffl
provide both a reference and a
basis for effective procedure.
cont. on pg. 5
to previous homecoming activities.
This event allowed everyone to
express their creativity, Imagina-
tion, and individuality.
Friday holds a variety of events.
The entire Scot band, performing
as a pep band, invites the whole
campus to join them as they lead
the way to the bonfire behind the
stadium. President Cope land will
be In attendance to commence the
rally with a speech. Cheerleaders
will also be making their first return
appearance-anothe- r return to the
50's.
Following registration Saturday
morning at KMX) a.m., there will be
a reception convening at Lowry
Center. Because it . Is open - to
everyone, it is an opportunity for
alumni, parents, faculty, and all
students to make new friends and
renew acquaintances. For all those
who enjoy sports events, an alumni
soccer game b scheduled for 10:00
a.m., and a women's swim meet at
11.-00-. The homecoming parade
beginning at IZ-JU- , wm follow a
winners of the float and clown
entries, and will award the cash
prizes. Following the parade is the
football game against Wittenberg.
Hatftime wiD be highlighted by the
Scott band and the alumni band. A
numbered awards wiD be present-
ed, and the king and queen wlfl be
announced. Everyone is invited to
relax with refreshments accom-
panied by a Scot Band serenade
after the game. Section and Chib
open houses from 4:00-6:0-0 are
an opportunity for aO students and
visitors to discover more of
Wooster.
A controversial Issue pertaining
to homecoming this year, was the
decision to have a sock hop for the
homecoming dance. Opposition to
this idea has resulted in m
practically "anything goes" format
Music will be a mixture of fifties
and modern, and will be provided
by the Music Machine. Attire is
what one wants to make it, with an
expected mixture of reminiscent
50's fashions and semi-form- al
dress. "It is not just a high schooush
50's dance. It's a tribute to the 50's,
and Ifs on the college level," says
Susan.
Beginning - on Thursday and
running through Sunday is the
homecoming play production The
Skin of Our Teeth. This is a comic
fable by Thornton Wilder, of man's
struggle to survive.
With the variety of events
scheduled for Homecoming
Weekend no one wffl be bored
"Everyone should have a good-time- ,"
says Susan. She, and many
others are hopeful that this home-
coming will denote the beginning
revival of spirit and attitudes to
make aU future homecomings the
big, fun events they were In the
past.
' '
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Editorial Policy Changed
Due to Student Concern
The controversial advertisement for the academic research paper
catalogue win no longer be run in The Wooster Voice. The Voice,
however, wishes it to be clearly understood that it was student
' persuasion that precipitated the change in editorial policy and that The
Voice has not backed down under administrative pressure.' ' n
The Wooster Voice is proud that the newspaper is "published by and
for the students of the College of Wooster" and the staff has been
convinced that the advertisement does not reflect
reason the ad has been withdrawn. The Voice also admits that
anticipated revenue is not sufficient grounds for editorial policy and
regrets that statement. However, the distinction must be made between
editorial policy and administrative censorship. The Wooster Voice still
defends its right to print the advertisement as it will defend the
. constitutional right to freedom of the press.
The Constitution of the United. States is our defense against the
administration's accusation that the Code of Academic Integrity has
been violated. The Voice believes that the act of filing charges against a
newspaper for the placement and defense of an advertisement is a
violation of a much greater law. Must we suffer an infringement of our
rights as citizens because our private institution considers itself "a place
apart"?
After the initial appearance of the advertisement in September the
issue at hand was an ethical one, but following the incident of last week
the question has become one of freedom. The admmistrative action
taken threatens freedom of choice, freedom of decision and most of all,
freedom from control. The Voice believes that the administration is
: ,ipvpiy'in atferrjpted. infirhkiation-ari- d mahWition; --which is to us,TintpabfeThey'hve &fjnKmstratedtheir'irfeW an issue .
of policy with logical discussion 'and' honest feedback by taking
questionable legal action.
The Wooster Voice has a commitment to represent the student body,
but through this commitment is it also our duty to protect students from
temptation, guard them from evil and prevent them from going astray?
The Voice believes that it is our responsibility to reflect the attitudes of
the students and not the prohibition mentality of the administration. '
.Faculty Member Expresses Hell Week
-- Dear Editor, -
Those who administer and
support Section and Club Hell
.
- Weeks ought to discuss the ethical
aiaw oatutecpf iriell --Week .wKhiiacultynr
ryrtri arid atudonte-Mh- a hinl rthatmful.
believe this true for three reasons.
1. People who are being hurt do
not always know it.
2. 1 have a responsibility to try to
prevent needless suffering when I
know it is about to take place and
have any power to inhibit it
3. I am convinced that HeO
Week is harmful to actives,
pledges, and the community at
large (for reasons not to- - be
automatically have the right to
force my conviction on anyone
else. -
"n ti l .1 , iax
. ought to be pretty easy to accept
History and the newspapers are
" full of examples of people who do'
not realize they are hurting
themselves.
It is . oenerallv aqreed. for
.xmple,tht i h&mv others is to--
harm oneself. One does not have
to be a foolish .optimist to see that
the teacher who sadistically ridi-
cules and demeans students is
harming himself or herself. The
man who refuses to treat women
as anything but cuddly dolls suffers
enormous loss. The racist mother
who feeds hate to her chaildren
harms herself. These instances
have no analogical relationship to
Hell Week; they show merely that
not all people who are being hurt
even want to complain.
The persecutor suffers harm
even when convinced that great
good is being done, --and we need
not turn, to the witch-hunte- rs of
Salem or the Inquisition at its most
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vicious for examples. AD three of
the persons cited in the previous
paragraph think they are doing
good: the teacher "believes that
.error and stupidity roust he pointed
out sensationally" of students will -
not learn. The racist and sexist
frequently argue that their actions '
are designed to preserve the health
and happiness of inferiors ("Blacks
and women cannot handle intel-
lectually demanding tasks, so it is a
crime to force them to try).
There are eager victims as well.
The woman who vehemently
aruges that she loves being a
bunny rather than a person is one.
The child who defends his racism
because it is a tradition handed
down in his family for generations
is another. The student who
believes- - that only pain truly
motivates learning is a third.
As familiar is the situation of the
person hustled into hard drugs,
alcoholism, crime, or terrorism by
Concerns
peer pressure, poverty, ana or
ignorance. Such persons do not
complain for a variety of .reasons,
one of "which is that they do not
realize they are suffering harm. '
' Once I -- decide ';an paction is
harmful, however, I have a respon
sibility to act to prevent it when I
know it is about to take place and
when there is a chance 1 might
have some effect. 1 do not feel
called upon to prevent crimes in
Cleveland, particularly; I have
neither the knowledge nor the
occasion to do any good. But I do
have a responsibility to try to
prevent harmful actions on cam-
pus that occur among people for
whom I feel a responsibility in any
case. Moreover, I have a general
responsibility to care about others'
well-bein- g, if only because I
depend so heavily upon others for .
my continued happiness, for my
continued existence.
cont.onpg.3
Still Open to Interpretation is the
Motivation Behind Galpin's Charge
Lisa Vickery was tried before Judicial Board Wednesday for printing an
advertisement which the administration has deemed to be in violation of
i the Code of Academic Integrity. This, surprisingly enough, is no secret
; The motives of the College in taking this action, however, are somewhat
-- less readily apparent .
If a student sends away for one of those research papers and submits it
as his own, whom is he hurting? Not the professor. Not a member of the
administration. Not a student He is hurting himself --cheating himself of
the knowledge he could have gleaned from writing that paper on his own.
Unless, of course, one is of the opinion that grades are more important
than actual learning
To condemn the VOICE for the publication of that ad is to condemn
' every student at the College. By running that ad, the editor and her staff
! are saying that the choice to follow through on it is the student's-an- d that
the individuals at this school are above that kind of dishonesty. .
' What Bill Baird and the rest of Galpin are saying by seeking its
suppression is that Wooster students are not only incapable of making
their own decisions, but that they are so fundamentally weak that they
must be forcibly protected from any and all temptation,
i The purpose of a liberal arts education (or so we have often been told)
;is not only to develop academically, but to grow mentally, to mature. To
deprive a student of his freedom to choose serves only to stifle the
process of maturing.
Even if the Wooster student is so mentally Inferior that he must'
,
' plagiarize to survive, terminating the freedom of the press will not remedy
the problem-- it will only postpone it
LAB
Responsibility
Lies in Making
Own Decisions
Dear Editor,
Congratulations to Mr. Baird
- and the rest of the administration
-
- for bringing back memories of high
school days when student news-
papers were censored, Sou on Ice
was removed from libraries, and
students were treated like children.
How foolish of me to think I had
left that all behind. ;
Both Mr. Baird's desire to censor
H
. t ..
.. me voice ana ms. oonnson s lener
(The Wooster Voice, Friday, Octo-
ber 12, 1979) Indicate a very
narrowly conceived notion of what
a liberal arts education should be. If
we learn nothing else during our
four year
.
stay at the College of
Wooster, we ought to at least learn
how to make responsible decisions.
That's what life boils down to-deci- sion.
Would Mr. Baird have us
believe that by censoring the
. t .sruaem newspaper, oy removing
the decision making process from
the students and giving it to the
administration, he is furthering our
"
education? Are we again to be
victimized by the "place apart"
policy that seems to say we are
going to educate you to deal with
the "real world" by sheltering you
from that very world? Of course
Ms. Johnson is correct when she
says that "Students who cannot
write their own papers do not
belong here," but may I add that
students who can't decide whether
the purchasing of research papers
is right or wrong aren't very well
prepared for life after coflege. "The
academic reputation" of this insti-
tution would truly be upheld' if the
' Voice; In the fashion of freedom of
the press, ran the research paper
advertisement and allowed indivi-
duals, you and me, to decide for
ourselves whether or not to
purchase, the papers. That would
do far more to teach us responsi-
bility than does Mr. Baird's action.
I,-f- or one, find Ms. Vickery's
method of editing the Voice a
refreshing break from the usual
administration-manipulate- d "stu-
dent" newspapers which do more
to indoctrinate us into the status
.
quo than to educate and inform us.
It's a pity that Mr. Baird and the
remainder of the administration,
seem to feel threatened by that
' very individualism and decision
making capability that a liberal arts
education purports to offer.
Sincerely,
David Kaiser
Student Questions7'
Baird's Intentions
Dear Editor,
It is my sincere hope that the
case being brought against Lisa
Vickery is hot a vengeful action
intended to silence a long-tim- e
. critic by threatening her with a
permanent blemish on her
academic record. I am confident
that such is not the case because I
am confident that Dr. Baird would
never stoop to something that
might reek of "McCarthyism."
As for the case itself, it seems to
me. that Dr. Baird would have to.
prove intent on the part of Ms.
Vickery to aid another student in A
addition to having to locate the
particular student that took her up
on her alleged offer. --
' In addition to the case itself,
there is anjmportant philosophical
question underlying the whole
cont. on pg. 3
Douglass
Dear Editor,
The article in last week's issue of
the Voice explaining how the new
x Federal Energy Regulations will
effect the campus was quite
informative. However, I would
question some of the Dean s
Offices' assertions. One section
which'' particularly caught my
attention read: "In its growing
Gtnhis nf AJnmen
Corrections Made
Dear Editor,
I must correct the announce-
ment on the open meeting of the
Committee on the Status of
Women (Voice, October 12) on
several points. First the
- Committee has existed for six
years (for more information see
the article in mis issue). Second,
the October 22 meeting is open
to the whole college community(administrators, hourly em-
ployees, spouses) - not just to
faculty and students.
Finally. I would like to take this
occasion as Chairperson of the
Committee on the Status ' of
Women, holder of a Ph.D. for
fifteen years and Professor of Art
History, to point out that since the
student newspaper continues to
identify male faculty members as
Doctor and Professor the same
recognition and respect should be
given to women members of the
faculty. A quick glance at the
October 12 issue, or other issues,,
of the Voice, should make clear, to
cvwi uwe iimjoi WUVRJU9 iuei
what I am talking about. .
- Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n
Student Questions
Baird's Decisions
conf. from pg.2
marten that is, do we value the
Code ot Acaoenuc uuegrny
more than the First Amendment
and its guarantee of freedom of the
press? ' With something ' as
ocwiKaI as the First Amendment
at stake, the Code of Academic
Integrity appears to me to be
nothing more than the vague
dribblings of
.
"holier-than-thou-
"
intellectuals.
Paul DeMarco
Worthy
Occasions
by Pefer Havhohn
'
,
Since another piece of mine
. takes up space elsewhere in this
issue of The Voice, I shall be brief.
Tho InTnima rmwn attrartinns
deserve your attention: .
v The Skin of Our Teeth, cornier --
cosmic, and captivating, opened in .
Freedlander .Theatre last nkdlt. If
--there are any tickets' left, see it "
-
MoawiyaJ M. -- Ibrahim ofthe .
"Jordanian Department of;
Antiquities visits the campus next
Monday evening at 8:15 in Mateer
to talk - --about some new,
fascinating archaeological
discoveries in South Arabia. This
is the kind of work that eventually
gets featured in National.
- Geographic. Learn about it here.
first. . '
conf. on PS-- 7
--
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Resident Lets
concern for the energy issue, the
College has become active in
contributing its efforts to abate the
problem. Changes are being made
in dorms topromote more efficient
insulation.''
I am a resident of Douglass Hall
where there are exposed heating
pipes. Without insulation, these
pipes are wasting energy .-T-he heat
from these pipes alone can warm a
quarter of the room without even
turning on the heat. Besides the
energy waste, these pipes create a
potential fire hazard. Cloth or
paper could be scorched or begin
Matter Merits Discussion
cont. from pg.2
But few actions are obviously
right or wrong. Most of us would
agree that deckling whether an
action is right by appeal to power
' ("Agree with me, or IH hurt you")
is usually wrong. It is at least the
wrong place to begin. Rather, it is
possible to discuss the ethical
aspects of an action rationally. We
need not limit ourselves to shouts,
sarcasm, bullying, and ridicule.
It is not obvious to me that
faculty are always right about what
.
is good for students. Nor is it"
obvious that students are always
right about what is good for them.
Or so they continue to tell me as
they explain moral errors they
- have made. Campus Council is a'
symbol of this community's convic-
tion that, with respect to our social
fife, neither faculty, administration,
nor students ought as a matter of
course to act unilaterally.
Thus, I can be convinced that
Hel Week is harmful no matter
how - much " Section and Club
Dancing for Dollars '
. In Douglass Attic
- : by Susie EstiB i
Put on your dancing shoes and
help: Douglass HaO and Myers --
House raise money for the
Wooster Community Youth
Center. November 2 from 4 p.m.
until 2 a.m. there wiD be a
Danceathon in Douglass Hall Attic
with all proceeds going to the
Youth Center. The couple who
raises the most money by securing
the most sponsors and dancing
the longest will win a dinner for two
at the Wooster Inn. Dancers can
sign-u-p in Lowryor Kittridge
during lunch and dinner Oct. 22 --26
and Oct. 31. " -
Sponsors need only make a
committment for a donation "per
half an hour" and they win be billed
after the danceathon. Jeff Kramp
and Brad Culbert will provide the
music. Dancers wffl begin at four
-- and break-fo- r a twenty-minut-e
dinner .at six with food provided by
Douglass and Myers. There will
also be ten-minu- te breaks at 8, 10,
and 12. Anyone may come Nov. 2
to watch and make donations.
Advance .donations, or further
questions should be directed to --
Anne Vial ext. 336, box 2955,
Scott Schiller ext. 337, box 2618,
Doug Clewett ext. 493, box 1327,
or EDen Hicks ext. 492, box 1777.
Off Steam
.to burn, if it accidently came in
contact with. these pipes for a
length .of time. This is quite1
: possible with a bed or desk
nearby. And finally, several people
have been burned by accidentally
coming
.
in contact with these
pipes.
I have not witnessed any
'.changes the College has made to
conserve energy besides the
turning of thermostat knobs.
Hopefully, the College's growing
concern to abate the energy
problem' will make them aware of
obvious changes which should
have been made long ago. .
Susie Estill
members like it, but I am unwilling
to claim for myself alone the power
to judge and abolish it Ethical
issues are notoriously too compli-
cated for swift, unilateral solutions.
But for those who support Hell
Week to claim I have no right to
question their activities would be
equally foolish. They are no more
infallible judges of morality than
am L
We should discuss the matter
together, carefully.
Sincerely,
Peter Havholm
Council Briefs
The Campus Council an-
nounced that an of the Statements
of Governance, received at this
time, have been formal-
ly approved.
- A charter for the Jewish Stu-
dents' Association has been ac-
cepted. This new Association
hopes to be a support and resource
group, with membership opened to
the entire campus.
- The I.F.C Charter has been
discussed, and final revisions are
presently being made. A formal
vote win be taken on October 17,
1979.
An Energy Committee is being
formed to look into the emergency
building restrictions. As of July 16, '
1979, the federal government has
set strict regulations. For heating,
the temperature is to be 65 and
for cooling, 78. Domestic hot
water is to be 105. There is a stiff
minimum, fine of $5,000 if these
' regulations are not followed.
KBeta, Ohio Ruw.
Once again this year the Beta's,
in conjunction with the Chk's wiU
be running seventy-fiv- e miles to
Cleveland in order to raise money
for the American Heart Associa-- ,
tioh. The scheduled' date is Sun-
day, November 4th. - ;
Pledge booths wifl be set up in
Lowry and Ktttredge beginning on --Oct- ober
22nd. If you are unfamiliar
with the project, sponsors are
asked to pledge a certain amount
of money per mile run. Last year
approximately $2,000 were
pledged by students and busi-
nesses around the college. In order
to pledge this year contact the men"
and women at the established
booths.
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until that point, the men had been
standing rigidly in straight,
unyielding rows. But during the.
dance, Collins looked up suddenly
to see the hitherto inflexible order
dispersed, and the guards relaxed
and conversing with one another.
"It was very nice to see," she
' commented.
The students spent Sunday
night about a mile from the site in a
barn located next door to the
home of the chief of police, Hynes
said.
Monday featured a legal rally at
the main gate, with the affinity
groups meeting for as long as two
and a half hours at a time to
determine what to do next.
Twenty-tw- o people had been
arrested, and the demonstrators
had to decide whether to stay and
go to their arraignments' in an
effort to show support, or to just
go home. People were sent to the
jails where the demonstrators
were being held to see if anything
was needed, but were unable to
get in, Hynes said. The people who
were - planning on staying had,
according to Hynes, decided to go
to the arraignments rather than
block the main gate, as was
origirny planned.
When asked what was
.
accomplished by the demonstra-
tion, Hynes answered: "I think we
got an awful lot of people to think
about what's going on." The very
sight of police defending .the sites
with violence and arrests, the
protesters concluded, must make
people think.
The general reaction of
Wooster students to the returning
demonstrators has been mixed.
Some people, Hynes said, were
"interested in the novelty of it,"
and some even changed their
Voice Visitatiorv Survey
Last spring, the Dean's Staff
proposed a trial policy of self-determin- ed
visitation hours for
Wooster which President Cope-lan- d
approved. Under this policy
each hall must decide what
visitation hours they wifl abide by.
This new policy opens the possibi
lity of twenty-fou- r hour visitation
on campus, as wen as divided
dorms into sections with different
jWhat are your ban's self-determin- ed
iDid your hall adopt the policy that
Has the new policy effected your
Do you find your hall's visitation hours a convenience or an annoyance?!
Convenience. Annoyance No Opinion
If your hall has limited visitation
hours have been enforced?
In your opinion, should self-determin- ed hours become a permanent
Wooster policy? Yes No
Anti-Dra- ft Conference Scheduled
: Chicago, Oct 6 - The military
draft remains a real and immediate
threat to America's youth. In-
cluding ' millions of college and
high-scho- ol students, the Chicago
Coalition Against Registration and
the Draft (C.A.R.DJ and the
Northwestern Progressive Student
Coalition declared today, in renew-
ing their caU for a Midwest
Conference Against the Draft
which wiO take place at North-
western U. Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, Oct 19, 20 and 21.
On Sept 12, the House of
opinions completely after seeing
so . many people willing to go
through so much to stop it.
Though the group's organiza-
tion has been subject to question,
Hynes said To me, it seemed
over-organized- ," because so
much time was spent in meetings.
This degree of organization did,
however, according to Hynes,
succeed in upsetting the police. "If
we were cutting down fences, they
could do something about H, but if
we were being peaceful, what
could they do?"
For Collins, the protest brought
her close to the other people in her
affinity group, something she
termed "one of the best things - the
realization that it was possible to
work with a group .that large."
Time spent talking to the guards
was also valuable. It is easy, she
said, for them to use mace on a
crowd of nameless protesters
viciously attacking fences. But
when they actually talk to the
protesters, it "makes it harder to
take such violent measures."
The students emerged from the
protest with many observations
and reflections - the contrast
between the mountains and slowly
turning trees in the background
and the exploding tear gas
cannisters in the foreground... the
roses in the fence... the people
squaredancing against a backdrop
of "stiff-faced- " guards... the
Sea brook shopping center located
directly next to the protest site,
with its neon signs flashing
"Welcome Hurry Back!"... the
fact that the demonstrators were
building bridges and taking down
fences,
.
while the police werej i J ileanng aown onages ana purring
ItM 4MA
"It was a valuable' experience,"
Hynes concluded, "and we shall
return."
visitation hours. In an attempt to
measure the success or failure of
this trial policy, The Voice is asking
students to fill ' out 'this short
questionnaire and return it to the
voice Box in Lowry across froml
campus mail by Tuesday, Oct 23J
Please feel free to include any!
additional comments on a separate
sheet of paper.
'
J
hours?
you preferred? Yes No
lifestyle? Yes No
hours (not 24) do you fed that your
-
. .
Yes No
Representatives defeated an effort
to tack draft registration on to a
military appropriations bill, and
instead postponed the Issue until
after the 1980 elections. This
amounted to a clear-cut- , if tem-
porary victory for the anti-dra- ft
forces. But the military hawks and
pro-dra- ft forces hope it wffl result in
disorientation and possibly liquida-
tion of the powerful anti-dra- ft
movement built up in the last six
months.
- Americans, and especially
cont. on pg. 5
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ENJOY
GRACIOUS DINING
IN THE ATMOSPHERE
OF
oii the Status of Women m
Redirecting and Redefining Rqtes
by Martha Oesch .
Originally drafted in 1973, the
faculty Committee on the Status of
Women continues to address the
issues concerning the community
.
of women on campus which first
led to its formation. Hiring prac- -
, tices and curriculum changes were
the main issues then, and even
though these problems have been
modified somewhat, they are still
some of the committee's top
priorities. The events leading to the
formation of the committee and its
progress since then, are essential to
the understanding of the role of the
committee today.
The proposal for the formation
of thecommittee was drawn up by
Deb Hilty, then an assistant English
professor and now also the
secretary of the college as well The
need for such a committee de-
voted to the concerns of women
on campus had become apparent
to the women faculty, who had
been holding informal meetings of
their own to discuss the problems
facing women faculty. Of main
concern to them was the lack of
-- implementation of affirmative
action at the college.
Later that same year, the
frustrations experienced , by the .
women faculty had a new channel
with the formation of the faculty
Committee on the Status of
Women. - Like all
.
other faculty' ,
committees, faculty members are
appointed by the Committee on
Committees, with two student
.
members selected to serve by the .
SGA on the basis of applications.
This year's members are: Thalia
Gouma-Peterso- n, chairperson,
Karla McPherson, Robert Hamil- -
ton, Glenn Bucher, Fred Korn,
Mary Banks Breckenridge, Denise
Ahlquist, John Dobbs and Connie
Britton. In addition, the committee
has two non-votin- g members,
Diane Kroll and Beth Binhammer,
representing the dean's office and
the Women's Resource Center
respectively.
Since its inception, the com-
mittee has made several significant
advancements for the women on
campus. In 1976 recommenda-
tions were made for the women on
campus. In 1976 recommenda-
tions were made for the formation
of an interdepartmental course on
women's studies entitled, "Women
MUMBLINGS
by Mike Lauber
National fraternities and sorori-- '
4I ..... 1 1 At L L
The first of them came to campus
in the 18708. AO of them left in
1913.
.
' ' Criticism of fraternities and
sororities had been around ever,
since their arrival. The whole
fraternity system was considered
undemocratic; its emphasis was on
social rather man intellectual qual-
ity; it often led to a frittering away
- of nine oy young sruaems not yei
disciplined by Me and the rigors of '
academe; it was - elitist because
many students could not afford the
dues. Above all, many students
and faculty felt fraternity loyalty
too often superseded college
loyalty.
In 1909, the Board of Trustees
adopted a number of resolutions to
bring the system into closer
harmony with and control of the -- .
University. Chapters , were per-
mitted to maintain houses for
members but were to be under the
scrutiny of the Deans. No one with
grades below an 80 was permitted
to participate in fraternity sorority
activities. In addition, "Fraternities
or sorority parties shall be limited
to one a year for each chapter." i
In 1910, Louis H. Severance, a
man of great wealth and philan-
thropy, wrote a letter to President
Holden in which --he expressed his
opposition to their presence on
campus. He offered in their place
to "make a liberal donation" '
toward the erection of two dormit-
ories," one for men and one for .
women. Though his words were
read to the Board no action was ;
taken. ;
The following year, as the walls
of Kenarden Lodge were slowly
rising, Holden undertook a cam-- :
paign to raise one million dollars.
.
Central to realizing this goal was
the hoped for gift of $200,000'
from the General Education Board
of the Presbyterian Church. Sever-
ance indicated he might be willing
to match any amount granted by
the Board with his own funds.
Before Holden approached the
G.E.B. with his request, the --
Initiation of pledges took place at
Wooster. Though hazing Was
strictly prohibited, students and "
alumni often required pledges to
perform some silly but harmless
stunts around the chapter house.
This time, however, one of the .
fraternities got rough with a pledge'
for refusing to fulfill his menial
requirements at a time when he
was due in class. It was rumored I
that alumni were the major
offenders. The student suffered
damage to his sciatic nerve and
was unable to attend, classes for a.
week. -- ,'-. " t
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C?edur IQoom anJ oCc
in Contemporary aodetjr. Jtawn
up by the Committee on the Status .-.- ..
of Women the course was ac- - .
cepted by the faculty": and then"' :
taught for the first time in 1977 by
James Turner..;. ' J - '
Another goal which the commit- -'
tee achieved was the addition to
the curriculum of a Women's
Studies minor in 1978. Instru-
mental in obtaining the minor was j
Joanne Frye who served as
chairperson of the committee at
the time. The passage of a minor in
Women's Studies led to the
formation of the Women's Studies
Committee to handle the currjcular
and academic aspects of - such --
courses, leaving the original Com-
mittee free to deal with other
related women's issues.
Gouma-Peterso- n stresses that
from the beginning one of the main
concerns of the Committee on the
Status of Women has been to
promote affirmative action prac-
tices in the hiring of more women
faculty. One of the means by which
this is being handled is through the
Affirmative Action officer. Deb
Hilty. '
Gouma-Peterso- n contends that
while the committee has seen
some changes as a result of their
efforts, it has become more difficult
for the Committee to directly make
changes. This Is due in part to the
fact that some of the committee's
functions have been eliminated by
the formation of other groups; such
as the Women's Studies Commit-
tee, which were formed in re-
sponse to specific problems-wit- h
which the committee had been
dealing. Consequently, the com-
mittee's ' main goal now is to
"redefine its roles",' according to
Dr. McPherson.
The open meeting to be spon-
sored by the Committee on the
Status of Women this Monday, is
one way "the committee can
canvass the entire campus com-
munity to discover what they
would like the committee to do",
explains Dr. McPherson. Open to
the campus community, the meet-
ing will be Oct 22 at 8 p.m. In the
faculty lounge. Based on this
feedback the committee intends to
focus its efforts on a few specific
issues. At the same time, Dr.
Gouma-Peterso- n points out that
the committee is open to dealing
with a wide range of issues from
sexism in the classroom, to the
structure of social life on campus.
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-566- 6
ounue
. : .. . Steaks
Chops Sea-Foo-d
Expertly Prepared Graciously Served
Entertainment
359 W. LIBERTY ST.
Women's Resource Center Expanding
With New Materials and Interests
by Martha Oesch ;
What houses a library and films
besides Andrews? The Women's
Resource Center boasts of both of
these, along with a newsletter and
active members. The new student
directors this year, Lesley Crow-the- r
and Chris DeVries, are
pooling resources to develop new
ways in which the WRC can reach
out to the entire campus, making
them aware of women's issues and
concerns.
One way the WRC tries to fulfill
this goal is by "providing informa-
tion to students which , is not
obtainable elsewhere on campus,"
Chris explains. Materials available
range from books on women's
health problems to books on
women painters." Over the sum- -'
mer, the WRC added to their
library the books used in the now
defunct Meyer's house program.
The increase in the use of the
WRC resource materials has been
aided by faculty who both encour-
age students to use the WRC for
research, and also suggest books
for the WRC to buy which would
compliment particular courses. Ex-
tended hours, averaging 6-- 8 hours
a day, have also made the WRC
more accessible to students.
The proud owners of two new
8Vfc mln. films, the WRC is hopeful
of also purchasing the film "Killing
Us Softly", which deals with the
portrayal of women in advertising.
Already used extensively in many
classes, the WRC will be showing
the film Nov. 5 in the library. As a
result of the high turn out at their
two open houses this year, the
WRC has been able to build and
maintain student participation . in
their programs. An illustration of
this student support has been the
cont'd, on pg. 5
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need to schedule movies some-
where other than the WRC office,
because of high attendance at
earlier movies shown by the WRC.
Due to the number of inquiries
and positive responses from stu-
dents and faculty to the program-
ming of the WRC in past years,
Lesley and Chris would like to see
the WRC "become a focal point for
--all programming " on women's
activities on campus." This would
include WAA programs, women's
art symposiums or whatever other
types of programs which would
relate directly to women. The
WRCs function would then be to
organize and record all the pro-
grams, and act as a "hotline" for
the dispersal of that information. ..
The Spinner",, the women's
produced and written newsletter,
started last year with the coopera- -
tion of the WRC, is continuing its
"celebration of women" with its
first issue Oct 16. Chris, who is the
editor, again this year, comments
that it is a chance for women to be
creative and express themselves.
Another continuation from last
year is the "Mosaic of Talent"
which was sponsored by the
Women's House. An opportunity
for women to display their artistic
talents, this year the WRC is
sponsoring it in Lowry Center
Ballroom, Nov. 6.
Something new that the WRC is
helping to organize is the GLCA
women's conference in Indiana,
Nov. 2-- 3. The theme of the
conference is equality in aca-- --
demies. Wooster is permitted to
send 10 faculty and 4 student
representatives. The purpose of
sending students is to acquaint
them with the function and
organization of the conference so
that they can then form their own
student conference in the GLCA.
Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n from the --
art department who is helping to
coordinate the representatives
from Wooster, wants to see an four
student classes represented at the
conference, so that there can be
some kind of continuity from year
"to year.
.
' '
--
.-
.
The WRC holds meetings every
Wed. at 9 p.m. in the WRC office
.
which are open to anyone interest-- :
ed. Future programming for the
meetings include a speaker from
"Every Woman's House", a co-ordina- tor
for the American Asso-ciatio- n
of University Women, and
the past president of - the Ohio :
Chapter of NOW.
Art Museum Receives
Federal Grant from IMS
jcont from pg. 1
the museum's deteriorating ob-
jects, two areas HEW is sensitive
to. .. "
The problematic issue of energy
conservation and its effects on
museums also helped determine
why Wooster was chosen out of .
1,700 museums who requested
funds. Only 450 were granted aid.
Because of Carter's present energy
, conservation program many.
museums across the country are
left to battle with re-regulat- ing
temperature controls which may
have adverse effects on the
materials of certain objects. Also,
because of fuel shortages and the
high cost of transportation, many
art connoisseurs who might travel
to metropolitan areas to view
exhibitions are presently restricted
to areas closer to home. With such
restrictions, the importance of
t smaller community art museums
has recently become a prime
consideration for institutions such
as IMS. IMS feels it is essential that
museums lend their cultural re-
sources to the community of which
it is a part. Monies received by
Frick are being channelled into
several areas which will greatly
affect Flick's current status as an
art museum. A large portion of the
allocation will be implemented in
conservationrestoration pro-
grams. The primary concern of the
museum is the care of its objects.
With the $15,240 grant, the
museum can how commence the
process of preserving many items
which have fallen victim to deter-
ioration and decay.
Some of the grant will be used to
better conserve the college's col-
lection of John Taylor Arms prints,
many of .which are in need of
rematting. Monies will also be used
to photograph the extensive collec-
tion and to help ensure that future
items will not suffer in storage.
During the upcoming summer
two professional conservators from
the Winterthur School of Conser
vation in Winterthur, Maryland will
serve on an internship program at
Wooster. The interns will study the
college's collection to determine
the extent of damage and estimate
repair costs. Funded by. IMS, the
conservators contribute to yet
another aspect of the museum's
attempt to be known as a viable
institution with a worthy collection.
. t
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Held on the Draft
cont. from pg. 3 .
youth, need to be made aware that
in a sense the danger of a draft and
possibly another Vietnam is greater
than ever, given the dangerous
game being played by the present
administration (like the artificial
"Cuban crisis"). This gives the war--,
hawks the handle for a propo-gand- a
campaign of "national
crisis" and "danger of war" that
could result in either a reversal of
the vote in the House, or
reinstatement of the draft by
administrative order.
We urge the cooperation of the
student press in publicizing, pro
moting and participating in this
conference which is of such
importance to its constituency, the
youth and students of the Midwest
Of concern to students interest-
ed in museums and their complex
operations, the IMS monies have
also been distributed into a class on
museum practices taught by Esther
deVecsey. Frick curator. The class
offers a
.
basic knowledge of all
museum practices to students.
Students are instructed on the
process of accessioning objects in
the museum's collection according
to professional museum standards.
'The class also emphasizes the
history, philosophy, purpose,
types, and services of museums.
Structured in a lab format, the
course will be offered every
quarter. Students should begin the
Course fall quarter before proceed-
ing to take the winter and spring
classes albeit such order is not
mandatory. One third credit is
awarded per quarter or one full
credit at the end of the year for
those students wishing to take all
three units. Grades are not empha-
sized as much as the practical
experience of working within the
structure of a museum. deVecsey
calls her students "dedicated,
bright people" who are enthusiastic
about the course. Interestingly
enough, not one of the students
enrolled in the class is an artart
history major. -
Finally, the IMS grant provides
the curator with an assistant to help
with the organizing and accession-
ing of objects. The assistant, a
student of the college, receives a
monetary compensation with
stress placed on the learning
experience of the position.
Students Break Records in Collecting
For "College Reclamation Program"
A record 5,252,097 bever-
age containers - 1372,458 bottles
and 3378,638 all-alumin- um cans
--were collected by students at 93 --
college campuses last spring in the
Miller Brewing Company's
"College Reclamation Program,' it
was reported today.
the previous ..record was
4331304 beverage containers,
collected during the Fall, 1978
"College Reclamation Program.'
Conducted twice annually, the
Miller program helps students to
clean up their environment and
win prizes in the process. '
Last spring the program in-
volved 938321 students.
"Miller Brewing Company is
committed to doing what it can to
improve this country's environ- -
ment as well as to help conserve
trus nation s valuable resources,
including energy," said William K.
Howell, Miller President
This program helps to conserve
energy, since producing a can from
recycled aluminum uses only five
percent of the energy necessary to
do the same from virgin ore," said
Howell. "We are extremely proud
of the way college students have
responded to this program in its
seven years of existence."
Miller's- - program
.
is the only
ongoing brewery sponsored
reclamation project of its kind
now conducted on college
campuses.
.
The Spring of 79 national points
leader was Nicholls (La.) State
University, collecting 184,370
bottles and 122,936 all-alumin- um
cans for 295,075 points. Middle
Tennessee State University was
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS'
HELP WANTED
Editorial cartoonists needed for
The Wooster Voice. Contact Lisa
Vickery, Box 3187 or ext. 433
weekday afternoons.
Acceptance of New Inter-Fraterni- ty
Constitution Awaits Final Decision
cont. from pg. 1 i
Under the new constitution, IFC
will have the explicit right to revoke
the charter of any section. Current-
ly, this power is an implied one,
and so the complication with the
Delt issue was able to arise.
If the proposed constitution
passes, any violation of it can be
dealt with judicially by IFC.
Although any violations of the
Code of Social Responsibility must
be taken care of by the Judicial
Board, all problems will be referred
to the appropriate Hall Council by
the. IFC themselves. This, Talbot
explained, "is a way of working out
our own "problems within our-
selves." A committee of all Hall
second with 266,971 points,
followed in order by Miami (O.) it
University, 230,790? University of
Southeastern Louisiana, 214,017;
and University of Tennessee,
213,130. is
Points were awarded on the
basis of one. point per pound of
bottles (approximately two 12
ounce bottles per pound) and
thirty points per pound of all-alumin- um
cans (approximately
2412 ounce cans per pound).
The Fall 79 campus reclamation
program is now underway at some
100 campuses across the nation.
m esssx
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
October 19,
SERVICES
WORD PROCESSING gives the
professional edge for your LS.
papers, . reports, publications,
Ph.D. theses, and resumes.
Contact Wooster Computer
Services, 262-321- 1.
Akron Women's Cfinic offers safe
and gentle abortions to 15 weeks.
Call toll free: 1-800-- 362 9150.
PERSONALS
Happy Birthday, Leslie my dear!
WANTED
The Ida Sue School needs
typewriters. If you have one or
know of one to donate, please
contact Cheryl Boyce at Ida Sue
or Marty Ross at the College, Box
2566. Thanks!
Council chairmen will be formed to
discuss the problems they have
encountered and any effective
remedial treatment they have
advised.
The new constitution will set up
a subcommittee for the specific
purpose of running all IFC spon-
sored activities and acting upon all
IFC related concerns.
The IFC budget will be aug-
mented by the money collected
from dues. This, Talbot explained,
will enable the IFC to "better
provide services for section mem-
bers and so increase their responsi-
bility," thereby improving the
whole system.
When Talbot talked to Cope land
to ch ,n of thbe,"vy supjrt
structural changes. He com
mended us on our efforts in
improvement" The prospect of his
actually passing the constitution as
now stands, however, according
to Talbot, is a dismal one.
A final point stressed by Talbot
was that, whether the constitution
passed or rejected, the Council
has "scratched all use of the word
Hell Week and changed it to
Initiation Week." This, Talbot
explained, is because
.
of the
negative images the words "Hell
Week" connote, thought in his
opinion it is "not as bad as people
make it out to be." Fourth Section
has abolished Hell Week entirely,
and Talbot thinks this will be the
"trend for the future."
:s2s pirn
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni. Saucae,
Mushrooms. Anchovies, Peppers, Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
xmiaozm to woosteiu
Come See Us:
YVeekdays-Gp.m.-la.- m.
Fri. Sat-5p-m.-2a.- rn.
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2. Closed Tues.
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BARGAINS
Classified advertising in The
Wooster Voice is stffl a bargain.
$150 for 15 words or less, 5 for
each additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate abo available. $1 for 15 words
or less, 5 for each additional
word. Send payment with ad to
Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesday
before publication.
To- -
to
Saws!.
--W It
"CK! Save!
Tick!. Save!
Tick! save!
T,ck! Save!
March on dowiM
WITH A REqulAR
deposi'T TO youR
sAviNqs account!
With
First
Federal
Saving & Loan
A$ociatio.n
of Wootter
1812 Cleveland
Road
264-781- 2
"In the
First Place ft
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Scott and Bob Provide Broadway
Entertainment Sunday's on WCWS
by Mary Zuberbuhler
In need of a little culture on
Sunday afternoons? WCWS offers
fittle culture on the Scott and Bob
Show from 4-6p.- m. It's brought out
in the skits they perform between
songs from hit Broadway musicals.
.
They include 'everything from
S&B's home school of speed
writing and sign language (???) . to
their performing live from the"
Jungles of Kowabunga. Scott and
Bob even made it to Broadway a
few weeks ago (live from an
honest-to-goodne- ss New York
phone booth!!)
Fate and Galpin Hall brought
mis daring duo together. The
SchillerWollenburg team says
they were inspired by their avid
fan. Dr. Logan and his conversa-
tion on contour plowing. "If he has
the guts to give that speech,' they
say. "then we have the guts to do
the show we do!
A section of the show is always
saved for their "learn a language
course." The languages taught
range from French to S&B's native
languagc.Serbo Creation.
And, of course, time is always
reserved for "call in and win." A
typical question of the week might
be: "What are Scott and Bob's first
names?" However, such difficult
questions aren't always the case, so
don't be discouraged!
Presiding as president of the
S&B international fan club Is Mimi
Hedges, with the honor of the vice
presidency going to Anne Vial. If
interested in becoming a member,
caH 264-901- 0, ext 477, and
explain your reason for wanting to
join.
ff you like how they run the
show and think they should run
the country, they promise a never-endin- g
supply of root beer and a
.
radio In every john, and would
5f areinvitedi
R a relaxing
compliments of
Just present this
; Friendly Family
Historic Wooster BuildingQuaint, Homestyle Italian
by Lisa Vtckery
Franavilla's Ristorante opened
up this fall in one of Wooster's
more historic buildings. Germania
Hall, located on the south side of
the square was built in 1878 and
used originally as a dance hall. It
was then used by Mr.
Freedlanders as the Buffalo One
Price Clothing Store. By 1920 it
had been made into a saloon and
ten years later became Aunt
MoHie's Restaurant. Since that
time Germania HaU has been --the
state liquor store and head-
quarters for the Volunteers of
America. It now stands as a
polished and quaint Italian
restaurant.
appreciate your support with fan
mail. (Hate mail and letter bombs
also accepted.)
Wondering how these two got
started? When Bobby was little he
had a microphone instead of a
pacifier. His mother, instead of
exposing him to sit n' spin, she sat
n' spun him on 33 on their record
player (78 when the boy was bad).
Scott's story goes something like
this.when young he stuck his
.
finger in a wall socket and talked
into a banana (???). At that point in
Scott's life, his parents knew he
was headed for radio...
Some assets to the show include
two unique Public Service An-
nouncements per show, an occa-
sional S&B sing-- a long and the
hosting of many guests. Recent
guests included Farmer Wayne,
offering plumbing advice, and a
professional flamenco dancer
(lessons are now offered from Bob
in Douglass, room 208).
When asked for his feeling of the
show. Bob replied, "I feel the 'Bob
and Scott' Show is a very
necessary part of Wayne County's
culture. People must broaden
horizons beyond rock n' roll,
beyond disco, beyond the yellow
brick road..:to the higher realm of
Broadway."
Naturally, the show also, includes
a highly calculated weather report
and the sports (essentially who
trounced who in football). Due to
the occasional "cancellation" of
weather in Wayne County, though,
the sports round-u- p tends to be
more reliable.
Both Wooster radio personalities
are devoted to, and have agreed to
stick with, WCWS until they make
it big. They quote it as "the best
dam radio station in Wayne
County - with an. excellent staff!"
They say the station taught them
to have
cup of coffee,
the manager.
card at our L--K
Restaurant.
And have a good day.
LJC Restaurant and Motel
Germania Hall was completely
renovated, both inside and
outside, and decorated to capture
the atmosphere of the 1880's.
' FranaviUa's two. dining rooms are
warmed by the dark wood floors
and deep tones of bentwood cafe
chairs and solid bench seats.
Suspended from the ceiling is a
slowly rotating fan among the
Tiffany style stained-glas-s lamps.
To finish off the theme, the walls
are decorated with nineteenth
century photographs of historic'
Wooster scenes.
The Italian dishes offered .
include the standard pastas:
spaghetti, rigatoni, ravioli and
manicotti. There is also a smaller
selection of dinners such as veal
parmigiana and fried chicken.
Then there is pizza, a specialty of
Frankavilla's Ristorante.
A large pizza of eight slices is
moderately priced at $3.25 with
70 added for each extra
ingredient: Frankavilla also offers
a vegetable pizza for $4.80,
available with cheese, cucumbers,
mushrooms, tomatoes and green
peppers. Pizza by the slice is just
509.
The homemade sauce on the
pizza is a little on the mild side, but
the additional items on it are extra
fresh and in generous chunks. The
As a Multi-Talente- d Rock Drummer,
Bruford Struts His Stuff on Album
by MarkPierson
Few rock drummers have the
ability and resources to form their
own band and make a success
doing so. Billy Cdbham from the
Mahavishnu orchestra did so as
well as Genesis' drummer Phil
Collins, ' whose Jazz-roc-k band
Brand X has just released its fifth --
LP. BUI Bruford is a musician who
has played in some of the biggest
bands of progressive rock, begin-
ning with Yes and recently playing
with U.K., and his experience and
talent have enabled him to record
his second solo album, "One of a
Kind".
Bruford's first major appearance
on the music -- scene was on Yes'
Time And A Word", released in
1970. He subsequently appeared
on The Yes Album", "Fragile",
and "Close to the Edge", and some
portions of "Yessongs". He then
left Yes, being replaced by Alan
White, and joined Robert Fripp's
King Crimson, . appearing on
"Lark's Tongues in Aspic", "Star-
less and Bible Black", "Red", and
"USA". By this time Bruford was
recognized as one of the finest
percussionists in progressive rock,
and when the members of Yes cut
their solo albums, it was he whom
they chose for a drummer. He can
be heard on Rick Wake man's "Six
Wives of Henry VHT, Chris
Squire's "Fish Out of Water", and
Steve Howe's "Beginnings".
When Peter Gabriel departed
from Genesis and drummer Phil
Collins replaced him on vocals, a
drummer was needed for' the
band's first post-Gabri-el tour to
assist Collins on drums. Phil Collins
knew he wanted Bill Bruford, but
was concerned that Bruford might
not like playing Genesis' music. On
the contrary, Bruford readily ac-
cepted the invitation, and on
several cuts from the Genesis
"Seconds Out" LP Bruford can be
heard. .. , . ;
, .
In 1977 Bruford organized a
band which consisted of several of
the members who were later to
Turned into
Restaurant
crust is not too thick, and not too
thin, but a little doughy.
In addition to the Italian cuisine,
Frankavilla's large menu also fists
a variety of soups, sandwiches,
and side dishes, all very
inexpensive. The salad bar can be
used as an appetizer or a main
dish.
Frankavilla's, features two
different specials corresponding to
each day of the week, with one for
lunch and one for dinner. These
specials feature aH-vou-can-- eat
items and discounts on the
everyday prices.
Frankavilla's also serves two
kinds of beer and five kinds of
wine, available by the glass or by
the liter. There are luscious
desserts such as parfaits and
cheesecake to tempt dieters and
semi-splurge- rs can . enjoy
Cappacino, Italian coffee, to top
off their meal.
Frankavilla's is inexpensive, the
atmosphere is absolutely
charming and the food, while
conventional, is carefully prepared
and weU served. Frankavilla's
Ristorante, 146 S. Market, is
casual enough for a late evening
snack and yet special enough for a.
dinner engagement Either way, it
is a most pleasant place to dine.
appear on his recent LP. With this
band he released his first solo
albums "Feels Good to Me". After
this he joined forces with two of the
former King Crimson members,
David Cross and John Wetton,
adding Allan Holdsworth on guitar
and formed the band LUC,-whos- e
first album was quite a success.
Bruford and Holdsworth then
departed LUC when it became .
apparent that their jazz-roc- k lean-
ings were conflicting with the more
hard rock orientation of Wetton
and Cross, 'who have continued
UK. as a three
.
man group,
inadequately replacing Bruford
with drummer Tony Bozzio. UK.,
by the way, will be performing with
Jethro Tull later this month at the
Coliseum. . '
.
-
-
After departing UK Bruford
went back to several of the
musicians appearing on his first
Solo album: Allan Holdsworth on
guitar, Jeff Berlin . on bass, and
Dave Stewart on keyboards. Bru-
ford's new album, entitled "One of
a Kind" and released earlier this
year, is quite a successful venture,
and anyone who was fortunate '
enough to see any of his band's
performances this summer can
verify the excellence of these four
musicians. He appeared in Cleve-
land at the end of July, setting out
two performances at the Agora. --
Bruford is more than just a
percussionist who provides the
beat for a piece of music; he is an
intensely creative musician, and on
his recent LP all but two songs are
.
written either by himself --or co-writt- en
with other members of the
.
band. "One of a Kind" is an album
which is a middle way between the .
progressive rock which Bruford --
has played for the better part of the.
decade and jazz rock which he has
played as a studio musician.
Perhaps the best song on the LP is
"Five G" in which, each of these
four versatile musicians display an
individual creariveness which com-
plement each other's style. :
Bruford has a disdain for large
cont onpg.7
f SAB BRIEFS"!
.
' by Mary Zuberbuhler
; BONFIRE SET
'Homecoming - festivities will
begin with a bonfire to be held
behind Sever ence Stadium tonight
at 6:45 p.m. Come and get warmed
up for the weekend!
PARADE
The Homecoming parade wQl
begin on Saturday at 12:30 p.m.
prior to the football game. During
halftime the announcement of the
Homecoming King and Queen will
be made.
BOOGIE!
- The Homecoming Dance win be
held in Lowry Center Ballroom
from 9-- 1 p.m. The semi-form- al is
entitled Tribute to the 50 s
however, DJ.'s Brad Culbert and
Jeff Cramp win present a variety of j
music. Cost per person is 50 and
tickets can be bought at the door
or in advance in Lowry Center.
Attire at your desire!
EBONY EDITOR TO SPEAK
Alex Poinsett, editor of Ebony
magazine, will speak ' at the
C.O.W. on October 23rd. He will
present The Black Situation
Today" in the Lean Lecture Room
in Wishart HaH at 8 p.m.
DRAFT AND MILITARISM
SEMINAR
.
A seminar wiO be. held on
October 24th in Mateer
Ai Atrsrii im a ft n m A narusl uiftl
lead discussion on draft and!
militarism followed by a question KJ,
anH ansujor Cx:cirn All roR'
welcome!
Cast Selected
For Productions
- by Kevin Crubb
The cast and crew has been
selected for Annetta Jefferson's
production of Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet and for the
David Fennem aDale Moore pro-
duction of the Marriage of Figaro.
Romeo and Juliet, Freedlander's
winter quarter spectacle, win be
staged February 28-2-9 at &15 p.m.
and Sunday, 'March 1 at 2 p.m.
with the following cast
Romeo, Glen Becker, Juliet,
Catherine McQueen; Montague,
James Hayden; Lady Montague,
Leigh Campbell; Capulet, 'Peter
Halvholm; Lady Capulet, Carol
Stewart; Benvolio, David Under-
wood; MercurJo, John Warner;
Nurse, Lee Sheldon; Tibatt, Joe
Jefferson; Friar Lawrence, Richard
Figee; Paris, Marty Stanton; and
Prince, Don Currie.
Also attending to the bard's
immortal masterpiece are assistant
director, Mary Edson; set design,
Mimi Hedges; choreography,
Tyron Robinson; costumes, Diane
Houke and 'Alison Swank; and
musical advisor, Brian Dykstra.
The spring quarter production of
the opera. Marriage of Figaro has .
been double cast and understudies
have been provided for many roles
due to the large number of people
who auditioned. The play which
wOl be staged in FreecHander --
Theatre during Parent's Weekend
(April 30-Ma- y 4) win have the
following cast
--
. Count Almaviva, Michael MiDer
Steven Garlick; Countess Alma- - '
viva, Catherine McQueenMary . ,
Buchen Cherubino, Lee Merrill'
Karen Davis; Susanara, D.G. Fox;
Figaro, Paul Fletcher; MarceUina, '
'Peggy. MacKeller, Basilio, - Alan :
Gassen Don Curzio, David Under-
wood; Antonio, David Ward, and
BarUarina, Kim Braker. .;.
ti
; ...
. i
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Mumblings; Cont.
cont. from pg. 4
The entire college was outraged.
The faculty met in angry session.
Heads were to roll. But, as is the
case so often today, the fervor died
and tumult subsided as the de-
mands of college life continued
-- unabated.
In the fafl of 1912, Prexy Holden
approached the General Educa-
tion Board with his request for
money. Approval was forthcoming
as was a matching of the amount
by Severance. The matching grant
was conditional: Severance de-
manded that the fraternities and
sororities surrender their charters.
The faculty voted unanimously in
favor of such action. The fraterni-- .
ties were requested to do so. Few
complied.
Throughout the fall of 1912 the
Voice carried articles, editorials
and letters expressing opinions for
and against the fraternity system.
The general press got hold of the
story and made the most of It --
Wooster was selling out for a pot of
gold. . ,
At the Trustee meeting in
February, 1913, Severance denied
.
he had promised any gift to the
University if fraternities were
ousted. A resolution was later
passed to prohibit further initiations
by fraternities and sororities, effec-
tively eliminating them from
Wooster. The Board concluded
that "in taking this action the Board
desires to place on record the fact
that it is not influenced by any
monetary consideration whatso-
ever."
When the announcement was
read the next morning in chapel,
the students cut classes en masse,
much bantering and parading
about took place, all fraternity men
resigned class offices and withdrew
from teams. Things proceeded to
get back . to normal shortly
thereafter.
. . ......
IL
-- i -- If ,
these two children bring back
papers. Photo by Greg Tonian.
In May Severance announced
tiis donation of an athletic field to
be built northeast of Holden HaH.
The commencement of seventy-on- e
seniors followed in June. That
same month Louis H. Severance
died. With him passed the fraterni-
ties and sororities of the University
of Wooster.
Each one of us may someday
meet these fraternities and sorori-
ties in the Hereafter. Through the
Gates of St Peter we will stroll to
find the Pi Sigma-Ph- i's dancing
and coercing to that same old party '
tape; the Phi Gamma Delta's will :
be hard at work flexing their
well-define- d wings; the Nirvana; :
the Delta Delta Delta's will have
their insignia sweatshirts on for
evermore. Each sorority and each
fraternity' with their own celestial
dining tables in that great big --
Lowry Center in the sky. Such ;
perfect bliss is difficult for the
human mind to imagine.
Fraternity and brotherhood
And cloning so smart,
Be with us forever
With death don't us part
r
As a Multi-Talente- d Rock Drummer,
Bruford Struts His Stuff on Album
conr. from pg. 6"
audiences and commercialized
music. His feelings are - that a
drummer can only be perceived as
a true musician - in a . small
auditorium where every nuance of
percussion can be heard, whereas
in a large auditorium or coliseum
the amplification of sound pro-
duces only a beat for the music.
Despite the fact that Bruford plays
for only small audiences he has
quite a following both in the United
States and Europe, and .with Phil
i f
.
f
I
r
A single student stands profiled
Collins and Carl Palmer represents
the epitome of progressive rock
percussion. His style and profes-
sionalism which have given him
this recognition have indeed
shown that Bill Bruford is One of a
Kind. :
Editor's Note: Mark will be doing a
special feature on BiO Bruford on
WCWS this Tuesday, October 23,
at 11 p.m. The show will feature
highlights of Bruford's career in-
cluding his new LP. "
-
--SJI -
-J . .
fond memories of the days before . midterms, and 15-pa- ge
against the stalwart projections
On Worthy
cont. from pg. 3
If you liked Ihe Pella
convocation, youll want to hear
Joe and Leslie Day and a group of
excited students talk about their
experiences on . the Wooster
program in Greece. They will do
.
so next Wednesday at 10 in
MateeY.
Next Friday evening at 8:30,
there will be a campus first (te my
knowledge). The fine silent film.
Phantom of the Opera will be
shown in McGaw with organ
- accompaniment. This strikes me
fScott and Bob
Do Their Best
cont. from pg. 6
all they know. They'd like to thank
Dave Gates who "turned them on"
to records and say they owe
countless thanks to Martha Lord
for her sifting through all the fan
mail.
Scott and Bob pride themselves
in using entirely their own material
including even their own instru-
mentation. They put many hours
of hard work in every week
preparing songs and skits for the .
- show and have shown much talent
in doing so on Sunday afternoons
at 4. j
Well, rumor has it that Fred
Silverman and ABC have, their
eyes on these talented Wooster
students and may someday scoop
them up. Better tune in soon tor
ovTwmre to some excellent Broad
way tunes and some true culture!
;
of McGaw. Photo by Greg Tonian.
Occasions
as one of S A.B.'s happier ideas,
and I think it's worth planning
ahead for. '
Call Red Cross now
for a Wood donor
appointment.
NOW STYLES
Men's ancJ Women's Cuts &
SryliNQ. CaII CUftk at
264-775- 0, ext. 111.
MiTchcll's BAubcR Shop
RAMdA In
. a a m
LOAVES and FISHES
e CHRISTIANBOOK STORE
SBS EAST UaCRTV WOOITCR, OHIO 41MDNI (SIS) S-41- IT
PMICanoBCTTV frank
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Who do YOVJ Mams far the S?voWsm&
PNParte ad Batteries not indebted
Scottie Swimmers SpddsHKeriy6ri;
Cldrh, Keker Pace Inresswe Win
In the words of head coach Nan
Nichols, it was their greatest meet
in four seasons.
JMichoIs, head coach of the
College of Wooster women's
- swimming team, will find few
skeptics of that statement Not
only did her Scotties defeat
Kenyon, a team that Wooster
hasn't defeated since 1976, but
turned the trick-- by the wide
margin of 83-4- 8. To add icing to the
cake, Wooster won. Iff out of a
possible 15 first places, and in the
process set three Wooster
records.
TThat was a great victory for
us," praised Nichols, now in her
seventh season at the Wooster .
helm. "Kenyon has been the top
women's team in Ohio the past
three seasons, and they are the ;
--
'team we just couldn't quite beat.
The times were extremely fast for
this time of the season, as we are
not frying to peak by any means.
They (times) should just -- get;
' better." t" "Sophomore Nancy Keiter
continued to, set a torrid pace,
winning the 500 freestyle and the
50 breaststroke, while breaking
her own record in the 200-yd-.'
freestyle by over two seconds,
winning in 2:03.6. She also added a
relay first in the 200 free with
teammates - Hsa - Romig ' Deb
Allenby, and K.C. Clark.
- Romig became the second
Scottie freshman to set a Wooster
record this year, winning the 50 free
in 26.9, breaking the existing mark
by one-tent- h of a second. The
.
third Wooster mark was set by
v
sophomore diver Amy. Mc-Clump- ha,
who accumulated 214.5
points in winning the one-met- er
event - .
'
; , Senior K.C. Clark also turned in
a qjiiadraple-winnin- g performance,
taking both the 50 backstroke and
the 100 back, while being a
member of the winning 200 medley
relay team (along with Nancy
McMillan, Cathy Bosworth, and
Anne Howes), and the 200 free
relay.
Despite Wooster's youth (only
two seniors and one junior are
listed on the roster), Wooster is
again off to a fine start, owning a 3-- 0
dual-me- et record and a first-plac- e
Oberlin relays finish. The
Scotties' next match will be
Saturday morning with Oberlin.
"" f"""" "" in i
' J
!,!7
1 I
vi-- A
i
. . . . 'fc.il - - -- - 11 '- -1 1 ' " ' - iin hi tmrn i mirininiii i- -
Beth Kewhy (13) and Carolyn Molyneau (37) lead a charge against Kent State. The Scotties own the
- top-rank- ed defense in the nation and Linda Paynter rates as the nation's best goalie, (see story pg.
10). Photo by Greg TonUm. ,
0
A
i
It's only fall but lacrosse is already underway. The Scots have faced Ashland College twice,
' ' ' posting an 0-1- -1 record. They will try to even the ledger Sunday when Slippery Rock visits for a 4 p.m.
""
'game.' ;
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i Cathy Bosworth psyches up during meet with Kenyon. Scotties
posted big 83-4- 8 win over the Lords. Photo by Greg Toman.
THIS WEEK IN WOOSTER SPORTS ACTION:
FOOTBALL: vs. Wittenberg HOME Sat., 1:30
FIELD HOCKEY: at Lake Forest Invitational, Lake
Forest Illinois, Oct. 20, 1 v
SWIMMING: vs. Oberlin HOME Sat., 1 1:00; vs.
Muskingum away, Oct. 24
SOCCER: vs. Kenyon away Sat., vs. Heidelberg
HOME Oct. 24, 3:30
CROSS COUNTRY: at All-Ohi- o meet, Delaware,
Friday '
VOLLEYBALL: vs. Mt. Vernon Nazarene away Sat.;
vs. Youngstown HOME Oct. 24
(WirkiN wAlkiNC, disTAwce fnoM iUe CoIIeqe) .
CoIIeqe Hills ShoppiNq Center
10 OFF an sizE pizzA
wiih coIIeqe I.D. -
BilliARds SnacI Bar 1CockTAil Lounqe - BowliNq - -
.HOURS:
MON., TUES., WEfJ., TrIURS.: 5 p.M. TO 1 A.M.
FRr. & Sat.: 5 p.M. to 2 a.m.
SuNfjAy: 5 p.M. TO 12 p.M.
'. We kve SuNdAy been.
Pike's Peak
Camera Shop
IN THE RAMADA INN
Autumn leaves are here.; .
Drop by and pick up your color films.
We have them all! jl
7 a.m.
8 a.m.
11 a.m.
12 N
1 pjn.
2 p.m.
3 p.rn.
4 p.m.
5 p.m.
6 p.m.
6:15 p r
7 p.m.
8 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.
11 p.m.
12 M
1 a.m.
1979 WCWS FALL QUARTER SCHEDULE
Sunday ' Monday Tuesday ' . Wednesday -- Thursday Friday Saturday
f Vfornmg Rock MJL MR. M.R. M.R. Off
Kevin Stephen Gates Scott Holmquist Susie-Esti- ll Kevin the
air KilcCTmrvohs Rick Persons - Traccy Dils Kikrnrnons ' air
Religious "Classical
. .
.
. . Stephen
Don Leake olpasqSL
.
Martha Lord Dan McKenty Martha Lord Dan McKenty Meffin
Frances PUBLIC AFFAIRS Mellow RockRchard50n
. - ,
- - MandyGaines
Classical ClassicalJohn Washam C81Classical Classical ' MorrisMary Ann
BfllRoss MarkFrazier Wamsley Bill Ross Robinson
Joanne SueSchutz Joanne
Classical Steinkamp
10c,llt,e 2cnutz
. Steinkamp College
BD St John - Jazz Jazz Jazz
' Randall Dan Meredith Dan McKenty Scott "JohnEbert Football
Horner ; Schiller
- - orMellow Rock Rock
Larry DuvaD - - '' ;
, .
. .
; yComedy Pop Rock Pop Rock Pop Rock Pop Rock.
Pop Rock ' Mike Larry Duvafl Jim Abdo Eric Raynor
Patty Panek Eric Raynor otpasqva
Jazz
.
Loraine Wilder
Tom Messner Martha David Mike ;Vickey - Marilyn High
Lord Gates Sopkovkh KitteD v
NEWS AND SPORTS ; . " '
PUBLIC AFFAIRS . .
1 1 r 1 m? Pop RockFoB Classical Classical Classical Classical cJl Mark PiersonBecky-
- Don Leake Jim Denne Don Leake Kim Hsieh Sopkovicn
k v
.
.
Collins . --. ioum--
DawnRaey Don Rice Darren Ritter McDonald Meredith PSSf . -
AOR AOR AOR AOR MeDowRock .(AOR) Mtt R
Qm3inowski Marty Stanton Mark Pierson Drpasquale , Antonuk McChmg "IT
UMVE2STTY OF PITTSSLCGII
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EUSZNZSS
INVITES
OCTOBER 25
Nationally Ranked Scotties Coast r
- J by Kathy Majeski --
The College of Wooster
women s field- - rtocKey team
defeated the Kent State Flashes by
a narrow 1-- 0 margin at Wooster
Saturday - The victory, upped
WoosteVs record to 5-- 1 on the
season. - -
Wooster ' took control of the
game early in the second half as
freshman Cindy Runnette put the
ball into the left side of the net at
3fc34. The Scottie goal broke
Kent's spirit I as Wooster
dominated, the rest of the game,
keeping the baO near Kent's goal
until time ran out. -
; "Although the first halfwas fairly
32i
even,", said head coach Kathy
Fitzgerald, "our strategy began to
work in the second .half as we
executed excellent bad control
despite muddy, wet field
conditions. Our midfield made --
the fluid connection - due to the
hustle of junior Mary Ann Brown."
.The Scotties recently received
r national recognition as the team
defense is ranked first in the
nation, while goalie Linda Paynter,.
, who chalked up her fifth shut-ou- t
(seven saves) in the win over Kent,
is the top-ranke- d goalie' in the'
nation. --
.
0 'AMIGH HOME COOKING"DIKING RCX)a SALAD BYLEiT12PNOR WALK-t- NBAR -FAUiLY STYLE
1 CLOSED SUNDAY
"COM! DWI WITH US
178 N. MARKET 5G7-22- 12SEVE,a
Wooster Booters
Nudge Mount in
Overtime Victory
by Mat OTarreB
The College of Wooster
"
soccer
,
A I I iL - t I 1 Ileam regained ine services 01 tost
year's leading scorer just long
enough for him to score the
winning goal in the Scots' 1-- 0
. overtime victory at ML Union on
' Saturday. -
Chuck. Allan, who had been
; sidelined for an entire month with
a severely sprained ankle, returned
to the lineup to score the Scots'
i lone goal against the Purple
Raiders.
The victory did come at some
expense, however. Allan's --scoring
effort landed him on the ground,
where his knee was trampled on bv
a Mount defender. Although dam-
age to the knee has not been fully
determined yet, .Wooster head
coach Bob Nye anticipates Allan
will be lost for the remainder of the
season.:- - :
The game was a barn burner
typical of the Wooster-Mou-nt
series, each game of which, for the
' last several seasons, has been
AoriAoA hu rn-oc- uI maroln.
Although both teams had plenty of .
scoring opportunities - Wooster
with 20 shots on goal, and Mount
with 14 - the Scots and Raiders
battled to a scoreless tie through
1 regulation play.
Wooster twice had shots on a
wide-ope- n goal when Mount
goalie Ray Basse! slipped in the
muddy goalmouth. In the first half,
Stu Maurer missed a one --on --one
- scoring opportunity when he
drilled a shot right at a prone
Basse1, who had charged, slipped
and fallen 16 yards from the goal'
fine. On a second-hal- f play, Basse!
again lost his footing as the Scots
Allan lofted a rightwing cross to
Ken KoiJch. Despite a 'gaping
expanse of unguarded net, Kolich's.
header drifted over the crossbar.
Not until early in overtime play
were the Scots able to nudge the
ball oyer the goal line. In a
goalmouth scramble moments
after the overtime kickoff, Allan slid
throuah the mud to barelv reach "
.1 I 1 Tl 1 . IX A 1 Aline loose oau ana lap a iuwsiu uie
- goal, just as two Mount defenders
- converged on the scene. The bad .
trickled toward the-go- al line with"
just enough momentum to score.
resuming in ruion ium guai uiu
second Injury for the year.
. ; Wooster goalkeeper Todd Dren- -
. nan fended off the Purple Raiders
for 12 saves and his first shutout of
the season. Basse! garnered one
less save than Drennan, with the
margin costing the crucial; differ-- :
.
ence oh the scoreboard.
The Scot booters are now 1-- 0 in
Ohio Athletic Conference action.
0-0-- u - overau.- - vvoosier. iine iwo"
; time defending OAC champs, wifT --
. host Baldwin-Wallac- e Wednesday
afternoon at 3:30 for the second of
Amy Irvine displays her unique running style. Photo by Greg v
Toman. ..."-.'- ''
-- Scot Harriers Finish 4th;.
Annihilate An Icy 'Berg
by John Clegg
t' The College of Wooster cross
country team had a tough week in
: preparation for the AO-Ohi- o meet,
which is being held today (Friday)
at Ohio, Wesleyan's course : in
, Delaware. "
Last Saturday, the Scots' score
. of 115 didn't come close to first
place. Otterbein's 21 points, in a
seven-tea- m race at Otterbein. Ohio
- Northern took-seco- nd with 50,
: Wittenberg was third with 108 and
the Scots placed fourth. Trailing
Wooster were Capital with 130,
Denison with 143 and Muskingum
with 189.
Sophomore John Metz took first
for Wooster and finished 19th of
65 runners in a time of 2825. Two
other sophomores, John Johns
and Mark Elderbrock, finished 21st
- and 23rd respectively, with times
t"of 2835 and 28:43.
"-A-
ccording to Wooster head
coach Jim Bean, "We went into
the meet with the strategy of
running a tight pack run, and the
result of having three runners
' within 18 seconds of each other
exemplified the effectiveness of
our planj
Then on Tuesday, a fatigued
and illness-stricke- n Wooster team
came up against little competition,
as the 18-4- 1 trouncing of Heidel-
berg demonstrated.
' The race was led by the Scots
number one runner, Joey Pavlo-vitc- h,
who finished with a time of
2734. Wooster's John Metz and
Mark Elderbrock crossed the finish
fine arm in arm to take second
.
place in 28:15. Other Scot finishers
were Bill Totten's fifth in 30:06,
Matt Morra's seventh in 30:16.
f7:
Earle Wise took eighth with 30:20
and Mark Rutledge finished 1 1th in
31:54.
The Wooster squad was not
expecting much of a race from
Heidelberg and the fact that the
Scots had six runners in the top
eight places demonstrates Heidel-
berg's inability to run a competi-
tive team race.
"We looked at today's race as an
excellent workout under actual
race conditions," said coach Bean,
"But I wanted to conserve "the
strength of our team which has
really been hit by sickness."
Coach Bean was pleased with
the workout his runners got from
the meet and is anxiously awaiting
the All-Ohi- o meet at Delaware on
Friday.
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1 service Salon offering total ' V
new look for men and women. We offer
O) free coneultatiom far hair and make-u- p - (o)
.
Including perms, color, hernia, conditioning. tgl
and a fuB bte of Redkin nakc-u-p - 1 ..
and Roffter hair products: I
M. MorfcetSUWoot 264-22-4
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Scottie Runners Defeated By B-- W
The College of Wooster Scotties
cross country team tost to Baldwin-Wallac- e
by a slim five point margin,
25-3-0, in their first home meet
Saturday.
A major golf tournament forced
the Scotties to create a new course
one day before the race. Despite
the unfamiliar course and adverse
weather . conditions, the Scotties
performed well, cutting one to
three minutes off their previous
times.'
Baldwin-Wallace-
's Mary Haffner
led the pack and turned in the
winning time of 19:54. Wooster's ;
Rachel Hayse finished a strong
second with the time of 21:12. Two
Baldwin-Wallac- e runners placed i
3rd and 4th, while Amy Irvine, :.
Peggy Elder and Penny Price I
captured 5th, 6th and 7th for the
Scotties with times of 22:59, 23:34
anda 23:44mm respectively.
Wooster's Coach Bob Blair said j j
he enjoyed the meet '"because It Tt
was like a party. Everybody rt
enjoyed themselves and that is
. what sports should be about" Blair ',
i r r--i
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also said he was pleased with the
team because "it was --a situation
where a handful of runners
remained committed and loyal at a .
T "V" "T T WW T TT""rTf T T wTm f T TWj
- t
' Advertisement
GIRLFRIEND
WANTED
Expand your intellectual, social and
meeting our client, a professional in
publisher of magazines and books
His major strengths: 1) strong
considerate, helpful, and diplomatic in Inter-person- al relationships; very
outgoing, enthusiastic, and energetic; 2)does not smoke, drink, or use
drugs; 3) very adaptable to fast-changin- g times to the extent that he is a
national leader and trend-sette- r in two different areas law and real
estate; 4)has a wide range of favorite
television, travel, hosting dinner parties, racquetball, horseback riding,
swimming, canoeing, chess, cards,
His major weaknesses: 1) "workaholic' (60 hours per week to manage!
a national professional practice plus several major, businesses); 2) shortJ
overweight, and balding; and 3)tries
What are your goals, strengths, and weaknesses? Please write, enclosing
picture, resume, and college grade transcript. Your response will be held)
In strictest confidence and will be
personally when you write to this address exclusively established for this
ad EAA, P.O. Box 214, Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068.
' 1 -
time when they had neither a
.coach nor schedule. To persevere
through that takes guts; and that's
what they have."
romantic fulfillment as a woman by
his mid-thirtie- s who is a successful
on law, real estate, and sex.
positive mental attitude; highly
activities including sex, reading
etc.
T
to do too' many things at one time
opened and read only by our client)
"
all
news.
(all right!
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' crehera
Belts and buckles .'. . wallets
and carryalls . . . hat and
caps. All of 'am carry that
unmistakable L0VTB look --
and faal. And they're all
here. Now. Don't miss 'em.
Quality
never goes exit ofstybJ
A -- 1
sttr Phone (216)345-831- 1 1S0M. Walnut St.. Woostermam io
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Tough Wittenberg Looms
As Homecoming Opponent
by HankSoeny
If the Irresistible Force were
pitted against the Immovable
Object who would win?
Football fans may find the
answer to this burning question in
the outcome of Saturday's gatie
against Wittenberg.
The Tigers ' roll into Wooster
boasting the top-ranke- d Division III
team in the nation. They hayjs the
best offense in the OAC. But the
Scots will counter with the league's
top defense. It's going to be quite a
dash.
--
'
"We must contain (Senior quar-
terback Chuck) Delariey and elim-
inate the big play to win It," said
head coach Tom Hollman.
The Tigers have had their share
of big plays. They have gained a
total of 2314 yards, which is
exactly 1001 yards better than the
Scots and 233 better than Denison,
which ranks second. They have
scored 195 points, also tops in the
fonferenceijTfestrehgtfi Bes in"
me" runnin'game.'Sehidr lailbaclo-Tra- cy
King,' who-labore- d behind
everyone's Ail-Americ- an running
back Dave Merritt the past three
seasons, is finally getting his
chance, and has responded by
gaining over 100 yards rushing
every game this season and
averaging almost six yards per
carry.
But unlike the past two seasons,
Wittenberg is very balanced on
offense. Not only can they rush,
but the Tigers can throw if
necessary. Chuck Delaney, senior
Ska'W , for Wittenberg, has
1
passed only 64 rimes, this --season.
But he has hit on 30 of those
attempts for 544 yards.
- The Scots will put all of
" Wittenberg's lofty statistics to the
test Wooster has one of the top
. five Division ITI defenses in the
: nation. They have given up onlu
869 yards, lowest In the OAC, and
i have allowed only 2? points, also
tops' in the conference. The team
that ranks second in those depart-
ments? You guessed it-t- he Witten-
berg Tigers.
- Senior Oney Fitzpa trick ' has
been the leading ' tackier for. the
Scots, averaging 10 stops per
- game, while freshman Bill Coburn
has been right behind. But the
defensive secondary, paced by
sophomore Dale Fortner, has been
'superb. Fortner is the team's
fourth-leadin- g tackier, but in addi-
tion has picked off five opponents'
passes for an average of one
interception per game.
'f,- - "Field position is very impor-
tant," said Hotlman. "If we can
1 eliminate mistakes and control the
ball, I have no doubt we can score
on them."
"We will have to have a totally
wide-ope- n balkjame to win," he
added, "but we have to take a
sound approach because the
quickness and overall pursuit of
Wittenberg is how they win."
The Tigers enter Wooster's
homecoming weekend with a
perfect 5--0 record, compared to
the Scots' 4--1 mark.
J.R.R. TolkiEN CaIencIar
PAddiNQTON Bear CAlENdAR
Sesame Street CAlENdAR
Sierra Club TRAil CAlENdAR
SiERRA Club EnQAQEMENT CAlENdAR
Sierra Club WildERNESs CAlENdAR
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Jani Oder returns a volley against Ohio Wesleyan. Photo by Greg Toman.
Volleyballers Shine In Tri-Matc- h
by Sally Widman
.
The Scottie volleyball team beat
Ohio. Wesleyan and Ohio Domini-
can . in a - tri-mat- ch ' here ; last .
Thursday, and. placed -- second in
the Youngstown Tournament last
Saturday. ,
.
...
. .
-
--
.
The team displayed a strong
offense against OWU, beating .
them 15-4-, 15-1- 2. And in the
match against Ohio- - Dominican,
the Scotties fought back and held
on to win the intense battle 4-1- 5, "
15-1- 2. 15-1- 1.
In Saturday's tournament action
at Youngstown, the Scotties came
out on top in the morning rounds, ;
beating aH other . participating
teams. However', in the afternoon !
elimination rounds, the team lost
one match due to unforeseen-injuries- ,
and came in . second
overall. Coach Geri Knortz stated,
"I am pleased with the way the
team is playing. They want to win
and they are proving itT
"The Scotties travel to ML
Vernon Nazarene tomorrow, and
then meet Youngstown here on
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
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